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FREESTAR Mission Success
Although individual payloads experienced data loss to differing degrees, the amount of data
gathered during the mission so far exceeded minimum requirements that most experiments can
qualify STS-107 mission success at or near 100% despite loss of on-board data.
Final Success
The following table identifies the mission objectives met in flight, the science lost with Columbia,
and the ultimate (actual) mission objectives considered met with the data available on the
ground.
Payload

Objectives Met On
Orbit
Dust – 56%1
Cals – 100+%
Sprites – 100+%
100+%

MEIDEX
SOLSE
SOLCON
CVX
LPT
SEM
1

100+%
100+%
100+%
100%

Science Data Lost
Dust – ~22%2
Cals – ~58%2
Sprites – ~60+%2
30% - LORE
88% - SOLSE
1%
~10%
0%
100%

Mission Objectives Met
(actual)
Dust – 37%1
Cals – 100+%
Sprites – 100+%
~80%3
100+%
100+%5
100+%
50%4

Failure to meet MEIDEX dust requirement was strictly due to climatic conditions.

2

Loss of science data was calculated by approximate minutes of dust and sprite data
estimated to be recorded on the ground vs. data estimated to be recorded onboard.
Mission objectives met were calculated by approximate minutes of dust and sprite data
estimated to be recorded on the ground vs. preflight success criteria. The original
MEIDEX data tapes were impounded after the accident and data duplication efforts are
underway. Once MEIDEX receives and analyzes copies of their data, they will be able
to more accurately assess science lost. It is very hard to quantify the amount of data
lost/present without a complete inventory of the recorded mission data. Note that at this
stage the data obtained will probably lead to a body of results that ensures the scientific
success of the mission.
3

Best estimate based upon current SOLSE data analysis status

4

Estimated per the following: payload development (25%), payload integration (25%),
post-flight deintegration (25%), post flight data processing and reporting (25%)
5

CVX recorded 105 hours of data and conducted 2 additional critical passes through
Xenon in excess of their minimum requirement. Although they lost approximately 10%
of their on-orbit data, the recorded data so far exceeded the minimum mission goals that
the data acquired more than satisfies the mission success goals of the experiment.
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On Orbit Success
FREESTAR Requirements Met On Orbit
Payload Required Objective
Min/hrs/#
Complete

Required
Per PIP

Percent
Minimum
Complete

Desired
per PIP

Percent
Desired
Complete

MEIDEX Primary Science *
Secondary Dust Science
Sprite
Moon Calibrations
Desert Calibration

79
252
606
5
2

min
min
min
#
#

140
2
-

56%
250%
-

285
120
7
1

28%
505%
71%
200%

SOLSE

Limb Views
Earth Views
Checkout
Polar Views

10
4
1
3

#
#
#
#

7
2
1
-

143%
200%
100%
-

10
4
1
3

100%
100%
100%
100%

SOLCON Solar Views

18

#

10

180%

14

129%

CVX

Operations
Critical Periods

305
5

hrs
#

200
3

153%
167%

305
5

100%
100%

LPT

GPS
GN

4
34
3

#
#
#

2
8
3

200%
425%
100%

3
8+
3

133%
100+%
100%

3120
40
11

min
min
#

360
40
2

867%
100%
550%

360+
40+
3

100+%
100+%
100+%

N/a

N/a

N/a

N/a

Tests
w/TRK MNVR

TDRS
On-Orbit Reconfig
Range Safety
SEM

Passive Operations

N/a

*MEIDEX Primary science requires dust in the ROI (could not be met due to climatic conditions)

See the following pages for more detail regarding each separate experiment.
Appendix A includes the original FREESTAR mission success report.
Appendix B includes an acronym list.
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FREESTAR Payload Summary
The FREESTAR payload includes six separate experiments mounted on a crossbay HH
Multipurpose Equipment Support Structure (MPESS). Experiments include:
•

The Mediterranean Israeli Dust Experiment (MEIDEX), managed by the Israeli Space
Agency (ASI) and Tel-Aviv University (TAU) and sponsored by NASA/HQ Code Y.

•

The Shuttle Ozone Limb Sounding Experiment-02 (SOLSE-02), managed by
NASA/GSFC Code 916, Atmospheric Chemistry and Dynamics Branch and sponsored
by NASA/HQ Code Y.

•

The Critical Viscosity of Xenon-2 (CVX-2), managed by NASA/Glenn Research Center
(GRC) and sponsored by NASA/HQ Code U.

•

The Solar Constant Experiment-3 (SOLCON-3), managed by the Royal Meteorological
Institute of Belgium (RMIB) and sponsored by NASA/HQ Code Y.

•

The Low Power Transceiver (LPT), managed by NASA/GSFC Code 450 and sponsored
by NASA/HQ Code M, with collaboration from the GSFC/ Earth Science Technology
Office (ESTO).
The Space Experiment Module (SEM), managed by the NASA/GSFC SSPPO.

•
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FREESTAR Payload Overview

SOLCON

SOLSE
LPT

MEIDEX
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Mediterranean Israeli Dust EXperiment (MEIDEX)
The MEIDEX payload consists of a Xybion radiometric camera, functioning in the 340-860nm
spectral region, boresighted with a second, wide Field of View (FOV) video camera. The main
objective of MEIDEX project is the investigation of desert aerosol physical properties,
transportation, and its effect on the energy balance and chemistry of the ambient atmosphere
with possible applications to weather prediction and climate simulation. The prime location for
the experiment is the Mediterranean area and its immediate surroundings. MEIDEX is a highly
crew-intensive experiment, with the primary roles of the astronaut to observe the underlying
terrain, identify dust plumes, note their location and extent and conduct instrument operations
accordingly. Israeli Payload Specialist Ilan Ramon accompanied the MEIDEX payload on STS107 and played a key role in their mission success. In addition, many of the other crew
members played a very special role in our operations. Each made huge individual contributions
to the MEIDEX scientific harvest.
SOLar CONstant (SOLCON)
SOLCON is a differential absolute radiometer developed at the Royal Meteorological Institute of
Belgium (RMIB). It is used during as a reference radiometer for the construction of a long term
total solar irradiance time series. The SOLCON instrument is designed to accurately measure
the solar constant and identify variations in the value during a solar cycle. This data is used to
ensure the continuity of the solar constant level obtained by instruments mounted on free flyers,
over climate time scale duration. With STS-107, the SOLCON instrument completed its 5th flight
on the space shuttle. The previous missions of the same instrument took place in 1992, 1993,
1994 and 1998. With the mission completed now in 2003, SOLCON has been active on the
space shuttle for 11 years, or exactly one solar cycle! The ‘spot’ measurements taken of the
solar irradiance from the relatively short shuttle flight over such a long period are unique and
valuable because they prevent SOLCON from ageing by exposure to solar UV radiation.
Shuttle Ozone Limb Sounding Experiment-02 (SOLSE-02)
The principal mission of SOLSE-02 is to demonstrate a new technique to measure the vertical
distribution of ozone in the atmosphere. Utilizing a limb viewing geometry, SOLSE intends to
demonstrate the feasibility of measuring limb-scattered radiation to retrieve ozone with improved
vertical resolution than a traditional nadir looking instrument can achieve. Secondly, SOLSE
provides a demonstration of the feasibility of using CCD technology in order to eliminate moving
parts in ozone monitors, potentially paving the way towards simpler, cheaper, ozone mapping
instruments.
SOLSE images the limb of the earth onto a CCD array through a spectrometer, forming a multiwavelength image - 530 nm to 850 nm, at 0.7 nm resolution. Shorter wavelengths (near 300
nm) which are highly sensitive to ozone, are used to measure the ozone profile up to 50 km,
while longer, less sensitive wavelengths (near 600 nm) measure ozone in the lower
stratosphere, possibly down to 10 km. LORE, the Limb Ozone Retrieval Experiment, is a small
camera system that accompanies SOLSE in its demonstration flight. LORE is a filter radiometer
with a linear diode array detector that is flown in the SOLSE canister to measure the limb
scattered radiance at ultraviolet and visible wavelengths and to provide pointing information.
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Critical Viscosity of Xenon-2 (CVX-2)
CVX is a microgravity experiment with a sensitive, precision hydro-mechanical sensor for
measuring the viscosity of Xenon. The goal of the CVX experiment is to more accurately
measure the viscosity of Xenon at temperatures very near its liquid-vapor critical point (Tc =
~16.7° C) than is possible from ground-based testing. Temperature scans and viscosity
measurements of the Xenon contained in the sample cell were taken at selected rates near its
critical temperature. This data will be compared to theoretical calculations and will provide
complementary results to existing ground based test data.
Low Power Transceiver/Communications and Navigation
Demonstration on Shuttle (LPT CANDOS)
LPT CANDOS is a low power, lightweight software programmable transceiver prototype
technology demonstration developed by NASA as a low-cost S-band spacecraft navigation and
communication device. The LPT prototype receives Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite
signals for spacecraft navigation support and provides both forward and return, low rate data
communications links to the Merritt Island Launch Area (MILA), Wallops (WLPS), and Dryden
Flight Research Facility (DFRC) Ground Stations and to the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS). The experiment is designed to demonstrate the system’s ability to do
simultaneous communications and navigation, as well as multimode communications and
reconfiguration.
Space Experiment Module (SEM)
The SEM is a passive carrier that contains student sponsored and designed experiments. The
SEM module on STS-107 contained 10 student-designed experiments. SEM success is
evaluated not only by science results but also by the quality of the overall experience to the
students. Success is measured by the impact and level of “inspiration” experienced by the
students, teachers, parents, and other team members.
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FREESTAR Payload Success/Loss Summaries
Mediterranean Israeli Dust Experiment (MEIDEX)
Mission Goals Achieved: In general, January is not a month of strong dust activity in both
MEIDEX Regions of Interest (ROIs). Consequently, weak to medium strength dust plumes were
observed only twice over the Mediterranean and nine times over the Atlantic Ocean. Although
the Space Shuttle Program (SSP) provided every available opportunity to observe within the
regions of interest, the minimal requirement of data quantity as defined in the Payload
Integration Plan (PIP) was not met. However, it may be stated at this stage that the data
obtained will probably lead to a body of results that ensures the scientific success of the primary
mission. Although some moon calibration data was lost, the data gathered on the ground (most
notably the first and final moon calibrations) ensures meeting of the calibration requirements.
For Sprite observations, the total recorded time of sprite data that was downlinked to the ground
and saved in the POCC exceeds 2 hours. Orbits downlinked during the mission were prioritized
based upon observed lightning activity. Many significant sprite phenomena have already been
identified in the data. Further analysis is needed in order to evaluate what fraction of this
volume contains useful science information.
Amount/Quality of Data Received vs. Flight Data Lost: It is very hard to quantify the amount of
data lost/present without a complete inventory of the recorded data at Customer Support Room
(CSR)/Johnson Space Center (JSC) and a copy of the impounded tapes from the Payload
Operations Control Center (POCC) at GSFC. On quick assessment, it appears that MEIDEX
lost approximately 22% of their recorded dust data, 50% of calibrations and 60% of sprite data.
The minimums for calibrations and sprites were easily met. Due to the quality of the digital link
between the Orbiter and GSFC/JSC, the quality of the data received at the ground is very high
and is scientifically usable. No significant degradation compared to the (payload) flight tapes is
expected.
Impact on Long Term Applications Due to Hardware Loss: MEIDEX lost the ability to perform a
post-mission calibration to validate camera performance and data integrity and consistency.
MEIDEX is missing and data with the camera performance in Gain 90%/Exposure Mode EVP
for sprite observations. This reflects a change made late in the flight and would have been an
interesting data point, though not critical for mission success. MEIDEX will be unable to
investigate potential contamination on the window that was observed during some flight
observations. It is believed that any contamination on the window to the level that was seen
would not have affected the science return or data quality.
Long Term Impacts to Future Flights or Applications Due to Hardware Loss: MEIDEX-II re-flight
or adaptation to ISS/WORF observations no longer feasible in present configuration. New
hardware needs to be re-built, tested and qualified. Planned ground based / airborne
campaigns with the payload no longer feasible.
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Shuttle Ozone Limb Sounding Experiment (SOLSE)/Limb Ozone Retrieval Experiment
(LORE)
Mission Goals Achieved: SOLSE and LORE are designed to work together and complement
each other. Integrated science goals were 1) Demonstration of SOLSE technology, particularly
imaging the entire limb on the detector under various lighting conditions (solar angle and cloud
cover) with minimal stray light on the detector, 2) Validation of SOLSE retrieved profile data
from balloon soundings, 3) Definition of a range of observed ozone profile shapes, and 4)
Comparison of data with the SAGE, SCIAMACHY, and OSIRIS satellite instruments. On
preliminary analysis of the data downlinked to the ground during the mission it appears that the
SOLSE-2 mission was probably 80% successful in returning the anticipated science. The
variety of scans retrieved should be sufficient for verifying and demonstrating the technology.
SOLSE should also have enough data to map a range of ozone profile shapes. Additionally,
although SOLSE does not yet have a complete inventory of coordinated science, a quick look
seems optimistic for 5-10 matches for balloon launches and potential comparison on every orbit
of SOLSE operations for the satellite instruments. The LORE data in hand provides good
spatial coverage while the SOLSE data provides enough spectral coverage to give the ground
team a handle on the capability of limb scattering. The only factor missing is a full spectral
coverage at all altitudes.
Amount/Quality of Data Received vs. Flight Data Lost: SOLSE has 70% of all the data from the
LORE filter radiometer on SOLSE-2. This alone means that this was a successful experiment.
From the SOLSE spectrometer, which is much higher data rate, the ground has one scan in 8
(approximately 12%). These scans are subsetted to provide 12 individual wavelengths and one
full spectrum (at 25 km tangent altitude) for each scan. This is only a subset of the data from
each SOLSE scan, but the subset was carefully selected to be able to perform the required
science analysis. This will be a big addition of information to the LORE scans. The ground will
be able to do a lot with the SOLSE-2 data.
Impact on Long Term Applications Due to Hardware Loss: SOLSE made some late changes to
their instrument prior to delivery. The instrument was not calibrated following the modifications.
Without return of the instrument, a post flight calibration will not be possible.
Long Term Impacts to Future Flights or Applications Due to Hardware Loss: Minimal since no
reflight was planned. Possible use for ground-based applications lost.
Solar Constant Experiment (SOLCON):
Mission Goals Achieved: For SOLCON about 99% of the entire flight data set was received.
The flight data set was approximately 80% larger than the minimum requirement. From this
point of view the mission was successful.
Impact on Long Term Applications Due to Hardware Loss: The biggest loss for SOLCON is the
SOLCON instrument itself. The same instrument has flown on the space shuttle in
1992,1993,1994,1998 and 2003. Over this time period, the resulting data has proven to be a
stable reference for comparison with other solar irradiance measuring instruments.
Long Term Impacts to Future Flights or Applications Due to Hardware Loss: Fortunately
SOLCON still has one spare instrument: the SOVA radiometer that flew on the European
Retrieval Carrier (EURECA) for 10 months. The SOVA measurements overlapped with the
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SOLCON measurements in 1993. As a longer term strategy for conserving the heritage of
SOLCON, a completely new SOLCON instrument may be built.
Critical Viscosity of Xenon-2 (CVX-2):
Mission Goals Achieved: The CVX-2 data transmitted to ground during the STS-107 mission
more than satisfies the goals of the experiment. They span the intended parameter space, they
have excellent signal-to-noise ratios, and the five passes through the critical temperature yield
mutually consistent results. A qualitative look at the data shows the expected dependence on
the drive amplitude. A quantitative analysis, just begun, will separate the amplitude dependence
into the normal part expected for a Newtonian fluid and a remainder that could hold the
signature of shear thinning near the critical point.
Amount/Quality of Data Received vs. Flight Data Lost: A small fraction of the data was lost due
to minor problems with communications (“ratty comm”). At present, we cannot estimate that
fraction because our main ground computer is impounded at Goddard Space Flight Center. It is
likely less than 10%, which is negligible. This will not impact the minimum requirement or
mission success.
Impact on Long Term Applications Due to Hardware Loss: The loss of the CVX-2 flight
instrument has two impacts. The first impact is the loss of the record of the voltages used to
drive the oscillator. However, CVX is confident that their extensive ground tests have
characterized the instrument sufficiently well for them to reconstruct those records from
available data. The second impact is loss of the instrument itself. CVX had planned to weigh the
sample cell and repeat the 370-hour flight timeline on the ground. Neither operation was
essential for flight success.
Long Term Impacts to Future Flights or Applications Due to Hardware Loss: CVX had hoped to
re-use some of the hardware for a future microgravity experiment. The hardware can be
remanufactured.
Low Power Transceiver (LPT):
Mission Goals Achieved: The LPT CANDOS experiment received 100% of all required data
during the course of the flight. All primary and secondary mission goals were met or exceeded.
Amount/Quality of Data Received vs. Flight Data Lost: Because the experiment included its
own communications link, all data was downloaded throughout the mission and therefore there
was no flight data loss with the loss of the experiment hardware.
Impact on Long Term Applications Due to Hardware Loss: There is no impact on long-term
applications due to hardware loss. There was no need for any post-flight calibrations or testing.
Long Term Impacts to Future Flights or Applications Due to Hardware Loss: The LPT unit flown
was a 1st Generation unit. The LPT program is currently up to the 3rd Generation design.
Though the flight hardware may have been used for future ground based demonstrations, there
is no significant impact to any future flights or applications. The flight hardware was never
intended to fly again and copies of all flight software exist. Any future ground based
demonstrations that could have used the flight hardware can be accomplished with other
already existing hardware.
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Space Experiment Module (SEM):
Mission Goals Achieved: The SEM is a passive carrier that contains student sponsored and
designed experiments. SEM success is evaluated not only by science results but also by the
quality of the overall experience to the students. Success is measured by the impact and level
of “inspiration” experienced by the students, teachers, parents, and other team members. As
the purpose of the SEM experiment involves significant pre-flight student involvement as well as
post flight processing, 50% of the SEM mission can be considered lost. SEM returns no data to
the ground during flight. Students would have deintegrated their samples and performed
analysis and testing on the ground. However, all preflight educations initiatives were 100%
successful.
Amount/Quality of Data Received vs. Flight Data Lost: N/A
Impact on Long Term Applications Due to Hardware Loss: Post flight sample analysis and
student involved de-integration activities cannot be performed.
Long Term Impacts to Future Flights or Applications Due to Hardware Loss: One SEM canister
and carrier have been lost. Two additional SEM carriers exist to support future missions. Loss
of carrier could cause scheduling problems if multiple SEM missions were manifested
simultaneously.
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Appendix A
FREESTAR (STS-107) Final Mission Status Report
Original Mission Success Report
Compiled, 2/1/03, prior to Deorbit
By K. Barthelme, Omitron, Inc.
FREESTAR Operations Director
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The FREESTAR mission was a resounding success. The FREESTAR payload includes six
separate experiments mounted on a crossbay HH Multipurpose Equipment Support Structure
(MPESS). Experiments include:
•

The Mediterranean Israeli Dust Experiment (MEIDEX), managed by the Israeli Space
Agency (ASI) and Tel-Aviv University (TAU) and sponsored by NASA/HQ Code Y.

•

The Shuttle Ozone Limb Sounding Experiment-02 (SOLSE-02), managed by
NASA/GSFC Code 916, Atmospheric Chemistry and Dynamics Branch and sponsored
by NASA/HQ Code Y.

•

The Critical Viscosity of Xenon-2 (CVX-2), managed by NASA/Glenn Research Center
(GRC) and sponsored by NASA/HQ Code U.

•

The Solar Constant Experiment-3 (SOLCON-3), managed by the Royal Meteorological
Institute of Belgium and sponsored by NASA/HQ Code Y.

•

The Low Power Transceiver (LPT), managed by NASA/GSFC Code 450 and sponsored
by NASA/HQ Code M, with collaboration from the GSFC/ Earth Science Technology
Office (ESTO).

•

The Space Experiment Module (SEM), managed by the NASA/GSFC SSPPO.

Thanks to the diligent preparations and efforts of the experiment and Hitchhiker teams, the KSC
technicians who supported our integration activities and preflight testing, the JSC flight planners
and controllers, and the STS-107 shuttle crew, all experiments reached their full potential for
mission success. Individual accomplishments are outlined below.
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MEditerranean Israeli Dust EXperiment (MEIDEX)
Requirements Met:
Primary Science (Dust Observations): 56% (Failure to meet requirement was strictly due to
climatic conditions)
Moon Calibrations: 100+%
Sprites (secondary): 100+%
Desert Calibrations (secondary): 100+%
The MEIDEX payload consists of a Xybion radiometric camera, functioning in the 340-860nm
spectral region, boresighted with a second, wide Field of View (FOV) video camera. The main
objective of MEIDEX project is the investigation of desert aerosol physical properties,
transportation, and its effect on the energy balance and chemistry of the ambient atmosphere
with possible applications to weather prediction and climate simulation. The prime location for
the experiment is the Mediterranean area and its immediate surroundings. MEIDEX is a highly
crew-intensive experiment, with the primary roles of the astronaut to observe the underlying
terrain, identify dust plumes, note their location and extent and conduct instrument operations
accordingly. Israeli Payload Specialist Ilan Ramon accompanied the MEIDEX payload on STS107 and played a key role in their mission success. In addition, many of the other crew
members played a very special role in our operations. Each made huge individual contributions
to our scientific harvest.
Primary MEIDEX operations were conducted over two primary Regions of Interest (ROIs): the
Mediterranean and the Atlantic Saharan regions. The atmospheric conditions for a January
launch did not provide the optimum conditions for acquiring dust, so the optimistic goal of 140
minutes of dust observation was not met. However, the flight planners at JSC made every effort
to capitalize on all potential opportunities, scheduling MEIDEX observations on almost all of the
ROI overpasses that met their strict lighting and geographic requirements. The crew executed
MEIDEX observations flawlessly, contributing greatly to the success that was observed.
Additionally, the onboard instrument functioned perfectly throughout the flight. Minor transient
difficulties encountered with the ground to payload communications were handled through
operational workarounds and did not impact mission success.

Dust Observed in the Atlantic
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During the flight, MEIDEX was also able to incorporate supporting ground-based and airborne
measurements in order to provide both optical observations and direct sampling. The airborne
measurements were coordinated to fly under or in the vicinity of the Shuttle orbits. The samples
taken from these underflights will be compared with the MEIDEX results and will add to the
value of the measurements taken onboard.
Although MEIDEX did not acquire as much dust as desired, they successfully accomplished a
myriad of diverse secondary science objectives. These included Sprite detection and
observation, sea-surface reflectivity observations, desert surface observations and calibrations
and a true measurement of opportunity and scientific bonanza – the smoke plume from a manmade Brazilian forest fire.
A very high priority secondary objective for MEIDEX was the observation of Transient Luminous
Events (TLEs), including Sprites, Elves and Blue Jets. TLEs constitute a wide range of optical
and electromagnetic phenomena which occur above the tops of active thunderclouds up to
heights of 60-80 km. The primary MEIDEX sensor is highly qualified to study Sprites due to the
many emission lines of O and N in the ranges covered by the MEIDEX filters. Sprite
observations entail a Shuttle maneuver to the correct observation attitude and fine-tuning of the
camera pointing by the crewmember to ensure target identification. The targets are identified
visually by light emitted through lightning flashes. The Sprite campaign has garnered global
interest during the months preceding the flight, and observatories around the world are looking
forward to comparing with and analyzing the MEIDEX data.
Early in the flight, astronaut Dave Brown caught not just a Sprite, but an Elf, or ELVE (Emission
of Light and Very low frequency perturbations due to EMP Sources). Brown captured the image
with the MEIDEX Xybion camera at MET 02/17:26:23.94 while over the South Pacific Ocean.
The storm was located near the Earth’s limb to the north of the ground track, some 1800 km
away, approximately at 22 S, 155 E. MEIDEX used a 665nm narrow-band filter (Red) in an IMC201 Xybion ICCD camera and captured the image in a single frame. This is a raw , uncalibrated
Xybion image. The lower bright spot is most likely a storm cloud , illuminated by the lightning
preceding the Elf.

Elves (in singular, usually pronounced “Elf”) are rapid lateral expansions of luminosity which
take the shape of a doughnut in the altitude range of 45-95 km above the ground. They usually
last for about 0.1 milliseconds and have a horizontal scale of 100-300 km. They are red in color
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due to excited Nitrogen, by the Electromagnetic Pulse from the storm activity. It should be
noted that this is the first image of an ELVE (or ELF) from space with a calibrated instrument in
the 665 nm filter.
The MEIDEX Sprite observations were a monumental success, with over 10 hours of data.
Much of this data has yet to be analyzed for the phenomena that last only a few ms, so there
may be many more discoveries to come! During one observation, MEIDEX observed a thin
layer of glow above in the upper atmosphere, paralleling the earth’s limb. They believe this to
be a new phenomena and are excited to analyze this data more.
MEIDEX also successfully conducted 5 lunar calibrations and two desert calibrations. These
operations will enable MEIDEX to evaluate the integrity of the optical performance of the Xybion
scientific camera during the mission.
To top off a spectacular mission, on FD13
MEIDEX passed over a region of Brazil where
extensive biomass burning fires were deliberately
set for research purposes. The pass over Brazil
conducted by astronaut Ilan Ramon resulted in
an extraordinary and serendipitous result. The
Xybion camera captured an image of a large
smoke plume which showed clearly an important
predicted weather and climate effect never before
seen from space. There is a hypothesis raised
among atmospheric scientists that smoke, viz.
strongly absorbing aerosols, leads to the breakup of clouds in its volume of occurrence. In other
words, the smoke plume “kills off” any cloudiness
it encounters throughout its presence. It does so
by absorbing solar radiation aloft and stabilizing
the atmosphere. Since smoke is being generated
seasonally on a global scale by biomass burning
this might be an important climatic phenomenon,
mostly anthropogenic. What Ramon caught is a
huge smoke plume embedded in the large scale
cumulus type cloud field over the Amazonian
jungle. No clouds are visible in the smoke plume
and in a clear rim surrounding it! This is a clear
experimental proof of the hypothesis. MEIDEX is
considering including the image and its analysis
into a paper to the journal Science.
Smoke From Brazil Fire
In summary, the only factor limiting the achievement of the full MEIDEX primary science goals
was the basic absence of dust in the atmosphere for the first half of the flight. Thus, it is
accurate to state that the MEIDEX primary science objective was met to the ultimate extent
possible in light of the actual atmospheric conditions during the mission. Overall, the MEIDEX
mission was a monumental success and has generated a plethora of data eagerly awaited by
both the science team in Tel Aviv and scientists around the world.
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SOLar CONstant (SOLCON)
Requirements Met:
Primary Science (Solar Observations): 100+%
SOLCON is a differential absolute radiometer developed at the Royal Meteorological Institute of
Belgium. It is used during as a reference radiometer for the construction of a long term total
solar irradiance time series. The SOLCON instrument is designed to accurately measure the
solar constant and identify variations in the value during a solar cycle. This data is used to
ensure the continuity of the solar constant level obtained by instruments mounted on free flyers,
over climate time scale duration.
With STS-107, the SOLCON instrument completed its 5th flight on the space shuttle. The
previous missions of the same instrument took place in 1992, 1993, 1994 and 1998. With the
mission completed now in 2003, SOLCON has been active on the space shuttle for 11 years, or
exactly one solar cycle! The ‘spot’ measurements taken of the solar irradiance from the
relatively short shuttle flight over such a long period are unique and valuable because they
prevent SOLCON from ageing by exposure to solar UV radiation.
SOLCON observed the sun during 18 dedicated solar observation periods, completing well over
100% of its pre-missions objectives. All obtained data is of high quality. The pointing towards
the sun was very accurate, with pointing error below 0.5 degrees.
SOLCON is a two-channel radiometer. The default measurement channel is the left one. During
2.5 solar periods, measurements were made with the right channel. The left-right channel
measurement comparisons confirm that the SOLCON measurement channels have not aged
since its first shuttle flight.
During this mission extra attention was paid to the use of the SOLCON space view calibrations.
This calibration data will be taken into account in the post-mission processing of SOLCON.
SOLCON data from previous missions will be reprocessed in the same way in order to avoid
false discontinuities in the SOLCON time record.
During the mission SOLCON observations of the solar irradiance were compared with
coincident observations from the DIARAD instrument on board the SOHO spacecraft. DIARAD
has been active since January 1996 and was used for comparison purposes with SOLCON data
during the previous flight in October-November 1998. SOLCON data will also be compared with
the other solar irradiance radiometers in space. These other radiometers are: ERBS active
since 1984, PMO6 on SOHO active since January 1996, ACRIM 3 active since 2000 and fresh
in space: TIM on SORCE, which was launched on 25 January. In this way SOLCON will fulfill
its role as a reference for the construction of the long-term irradiance time series.
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Shuttle Ozone Limb Sounding Experiment-02 (SOLSE-02)
Requirements Met:
Primary Science (Limb Views): 100+%
Primary Science (Earth Views): 100+%
Checkout: 100%
The principal mission of SOLSE-02 is to demonstrate a new technique to measure the vertical
distribution of ozone in the atmosphere. Utilizing a limb viewing geometry, SOLSE intends to
demonstrate the feasibility of measuring limb-scattered radiation to retrieve ozone with improved
vertical resolution than a traditional nadir-looking instrument can achieve. Secondly, SOLSE
provides a demonstration of the feasibility of using CCD technology in order to eliminate moving
parts in ozone monitors, potentially paving the way towards simpler, cheaper, ozone mapping
instruments.
SOLSE images the limb of the earth onto a CCD array through a spectrometer, forming a multiwavelength image - 530 nm to 850 nm, at 0.7 nm resolution. Shorter wavelengths (near 300
nm), which are highly sensitive to ozone, are used to measure the ozone profile up to 50 km,
while longer, less sensitive wavelengths (near 600 nm) measure ozone in the lower
stratosphere, possibly down to 10 km. LORE, the Limb Ozone Retrieval Experiment, is a small
camera system that accompanies SOLSE in its demonstration flight. LORE is a filter radiometer
with a linear diode array detector that is flown in the SOLSE canister to measure the limbscattered radiance at ultraviolet and visible wavelengths and to provide pointing information.

SOLSE spectra from the 1st limb-viewing orbit at three different solar
zenith angles. The amount of absorption depends on various factors
including the solar zenith angle and the particular tangent altitude that is
being viewed.
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The SOLSE and LORE instruments performed beautifully. With the help of the crew and their
outstanding work with the procedures, all scientific objectives were obtained. Approximately
1500 limb ozone scans were captured (far exceeding our minimum success criteria), many of
them correlated with various ground-based instrumentation including balloon sondes at many
locations in the continental U.S. and an ozone lidar located at Hilo, Hawaii. Correlative
measurements were also obtained with limb viewing instruments on board various satellites
including SCIAMACHY on ENVISAT, and SAGEIII on METEOR3.
Initial downlinked data indicates that both instruments have acquired properly exposed images
of the limb, and ozone absorption has been detected in the images. Scientists will use these
images to create limb ozone profiles and validate these against the ground-based
measurements. These profiles will then be used to improve our knowledge of how ozone is
distributed in the upper troposphere (10-15 km) and lower stratosphere (10-25 km). Also, due to
the unique nature of the Shuttle platform in that we can calibrate the instrumentation after flight,
we anticipate that the ozone profiles that are produced will be extremely accurate and could
help to diagnose errors in other satellite instruments.
As a secondary objective we successfully obtained Earth nadir images that can be correlated
with the MEIDEX payload to crosscheck the calibration of these instruments and improve their
accuracy.
Thanks from the SOLSE team to the crew of STS-107 for a wonderful mission!
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Critical Viscosity of Xenon-2 (CVX-2)
Requirements Met:
Primary Science (Operations): 100+%
Primary Science (Critical Periods): 100+%
CVX is a microgravity experiment with a sensitive, precision hydro-mechanical sensor for
measuring the viscosity of Xenon. The goal of the CVX experiment is to more accurately
measure the viscosity of Xenon at temperatures very near its liquid-vapor critical point (Tc =
~16.7° C) than is possible from ground-based testing. Temperature scans and viscosity
measurements of the Xenon contained in the sample cell were taken at selected rates near its
critical temperature. This data will be compared to theoretical calculations and will provide
complementary results to existing ground based test data.
Critical Viscosity of Xenon (CVX-2) achieved all of its goals and more during Space Shuttle flight
STS-107. In 1997, its predecessor measured viscosity very close (0.0003 K) to xenon's critical
point (the critical temperature is Tc = 17 C). Over the course of the mission CVX-2 captured a
large amount of data that will allow us to further achieve our primary goal: to assess, quantify
and either verify or challenge the preexisting theories regarding the behavior of Xenon at Tc.
CVX-2 uses the same viscometer, a small oscillator made of nickel screen immersed in the
xenon. In 1997, we drove it with a known oscillating force, and the oscillator’s response told us
about the increase of viscosity that occurs close to Tc. The lag between the response and the
drive force told us also about "viscoelasticity" near Tc, or how the fluid stores mechanical
energy. The goal of CVX-2 is to measure "shear-thinning", or how the viscosity itself depends
on the viscometer's shear rate. Like viscoelasticity, shear-thinning is ordinarily seen only in
fluids much more complicated than xenon.
CVX-2 was commanded through 5 critical periods where the temperature was gradually ramped
through Tc. During the first period, we ramped the temperature to just below Tc. This allowed
us to find Tc to within 0.1 mK and correct for any drift of the thermometer that occurred since
1997. From the data, we concluded that the thermometer had drifted by 6 mK since 1997.
Measuring that small drift was important because the shear-thinning we hoped to measure can
occur only within 3 mK of Tc. After the 1st critical period, we warmed the sample to Tc + 100
mK, and waited until the sample was uniform. Challenges that we encountered included dealing
with frequent communication interruptions and understanding an unexpected change in the
viscometer. The interruptions complicated the data analysis. The change in the viscometer,
which happened between 1997 and 1999, is small (the corresponding phase shift of the
response is only 0.003 radian), but its unknown origin is a cause for further analysis.
During the 2nd period, we ramped slowly to below Tc. The final few mK were ramped at a rate of
less than 1 K/year. We oscillated the viscometer at small, medium, and large amplitudes. Our
expectation was that the shear-thinning at large amplitude would decrease the viscosity of the
xenon surrounding the oscillator and that the oscillator’s motion would then increase to an even
larger amplitude. To the surprise of the science team, that did not happen; the effect of shearthinning was either subtle or absent.
Their expectation came from theory, which assumes that the flow is steady. A theory for an
oscillating flow at large shear rate does not yet exist for a near-critical fluid. In contrast, the flow
around the CVX viscometer oscillated at 5 Hz. Although the shear rate was large compared to
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the decay rate of the critical fluctuations, the frequency was even larger. That inequality may
have suppressed the shear-thinning.
Some of the understanding for near-critical shear-thinning and viscoelasticity comes from
analogies to polymer fluids. In particular, Minwu Yao has supported CVX-2 at NASA Glenn
Research Center with numerical calculations of a cylinder oscillating in a “White-Metzner” model
fluid. The measured absence of shear-thinning at 5 Hz is a new constraint on the analogy
between polymer fluids and a pure fluid near its critical point.
During the third pass through Tc, the frequencies were smaller (1 and 3 Hz) and the shear rates
moderately larger. CVX now has data at six frequencies from 1 to 12 Hz. None of the data
show dramatic evidence of shear thinning. What they do have, provisionally of course, is the
following:
1) The force/displacement ratio is about 1% smaller near Tc at all frequencies examined so
far.
2) Our largest shear rate seems to lower the value of Tc by roughly 0.1 mK.
3) To within a temperature scale factor, the temperature dependence of the apparent
viscosity just below Tc mirrors that above Tc.
The data appear internally consistent to within 0.1%. Especially pleasing was the absence of
effects due to charged particles. Data taken by CVX in 1997 suffered from a periodic weak
perturbation and an occasional large disturbance. The oscillations were due to galactic cosmic
rays, and the large disturbances were due to the “South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA)”, where
magnetically trapped particles are especially close to Earth. The improvement may have been
due to the orbit: this time the altitude was lower and the inclination was smaller. (The inclination
determines how close the orbit approaches the north and south poles.)
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Low Power Transceiver/Communications and Navigation
Demonstration on Shuttle (LPT CANDOS)
Requirements Met:
Primary Science (GPS Navigation): 100+%
Primary Science (GN Tests): 100+%
Primary Science (GN w/Track Mnvr): 100%
Primary Science (TDRS Comm): 100+%
Primary Science (On-Orbit Reconfig): 100%
Primary Science (Range Safety): 100+%
LPT CANDOS is a low power, lightweight software programmable transceiver prototype
technology demonstration developed by NASA as a low-cost S-band spacecraft navigation and
communication device. The LPT prototype receives Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite
signals for spacecraft navigation support and provides both forward and return, low rate data
communications links to the Merritt Island Launch Area (MILA), Wallops (WLPS), and Dryden
Flight Research Facility (DFRC) Ground Stations and to the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS). The experiment is designed to demonstrate the system’s ability to do
simultaneous communications and navigation, as well as multimode communications and
reconfiguration.
The LPT CANDOS experiment has been a great success. The Shuttle Program provided
opportunities for well in excess of the minimum LPT requirements. Additionally, LPT utilized
trajectory analysis tools to identify many measurements of opportunity during other payload
attitudes and operations to significantly increase their operational windows. Data collected will
be further analyzed and published in forthcoming papers, however the highlights and
preliminary results are listed below:
Space Network(SN)/Ground Network (GN) Communications
SN and GN resources provided the independent interfaces for LPT communications. The goal
of the experiment was to demonstrate the ability to close forward and return links while on-orbit
via TDRSS MA and SSA, DG1 Mode 2 and GN, 16 KHz subcarrier on forward link, 1.024 MHz
subcarrier on the return link. The demonstration also allowed for a demonstration of future
radiation tolerant DSP and FPGA-based transceivers on-orbit. Success was based upon
successful acquisition, tracking and data recovery of GN and TDRSS MA or SSA forward link
signal and successful acquisition, tracking and data recovery of LPT return link by GN and
TDRSS MA or SSA. LPT conducted 97 SN events for over 52 hours of total time (6 hours
required) and 37 GN events for 6 hours of total time (8 events required). LPT successfully
accomplished 89% of the events, gathering data well in excess of their minimum requirements.
8 % of the events were partially successful and 5 events were outside of predicted instrument
field of view. None of the unsuccessful events appear to be due to LPT RF hardware. The
most likely explanation for most cases is that the flight computer was not configured for the
anticipated operation.
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GPS/Navigation
The purpose of the experiment was to demonstrate the ability to acquire and track GPS signals
while on-orbit and to autonomously perform orbit determination. Success was measured on the
successful acquisition, tracking, frame synchronization and metric generation of > 4 GPS
signals simultaneously and the generation of valid point solutions and state vectors for Shuttle.
The LPT processes GPS signals, performs code and carrier phase measurements, and
maintains an estimate of time. It also recovers and decodes each tracked GPS spacecraft’s
ephemeris and almanac broadcasts. In addition the LPT estimates position and velocity (i.e.,
the state vector) of the Shuttle. Four GPS events occurred during the mission (consisting of a
minimum of 2 hours of consecutive time without Shuttle attitude maneuvers). After each GPS
operation was initiated, the navigation software automatically maintained track of the GPS
constellation using the shuttle attitude and did not require any operator intervention for the
duration of the experiments. Position difference was measured within the uncertainty of the JSC
vector ranging from 25 to 250 m. The Navigation Filter (GEODE) measurement residuals were
generally well within +/- 20 m over each 2-orbit experiment, indicating that GEODE is meeting
its performance expectations (20 m 1-sigma).
Range Safety
Range safety experiments demonstrate the use of the NASA/ TDRSS as the space-based
platform to support the range safety activities, with the TDRSS constellation providing
continuous coverage through ascent, orbital operations, and landing. Success was measured by
the successful receipt and turnaround of commands by the LPT (a minimum of three successful,
no dropout passes) with each pass consisting of simultaneous contacts with 1 TDRS and 1 GN
station. LPT successfully completed twelve Range Safety events: five Dryden-only events for
29 min and 30 sec; one TDRSS-only event for 15 min and six dual Dryden/TDRSS events for
over 20 minutes of dual coverage time. All events were successfully able to close the link and
flow error-free packet data. Post-flight analysis will be required to confirm that the range safety
events were conducted with a link margin of 9 dB. Initial data indicates that most passes
exceeded the 9 dB link margin.
Mobile IP/IP-in-Space
A highlight of the Mobile IP platform is the use of Mobile IP for automated route management to
the Shuttle. The protocols and applications that were used and evaluated included: Multicast
Dissemination Protocol (MDP), Network Time Protocol (NTP), UDP packets, Secure Shell
(SSH) and Telnet, Secure Copy (SCP) and FTP. Mobile IP was utilized on all two-way SN and
GN passes. The standard off-the-shelf IP stack built into the on-board COTS operating system
supported all data communications. Highlights of the demonstration included the following:
- Standard HDLC packet framing used on all links
- Packet routing established automatically and securely using the standard Mobile IP
protocol that comes with Cisco routers was used on all two way SN and GN events
- Blind commanding using UDP based command uplink
- Real time telemetry delivered using UDP
- Reliable file delivery from payload to POCC (navigation system logs, comm system logs)
and from POCC to payload (stored commands, data files, software updates) using both
TCP/IP based 2-way file transfer protocols (SCP) and one and 2-way UDP based
Multicast Dissemination Protocol (MDP).
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- On-board clock synchronization to ground time standard using Network Time Protocol
(NTP)
- Autonomous on-board message data routing demonstration
- Secure commanding from, and reliable file delivery to, a remote site (NASA/MSFC)
- Multiple simultaneous secure sessions between the POCC and the spacecraft conducting
commanding & reliable file transfers
- Multi-station reliable file transfers (automatic resumption after handover)
- File delivery across one-way links with application-level Reed Solomon coding
On-Orbit Reconfiguration
Two TDRS passes were utilized to demonstrate reconfigurations of the LPT Digital Signal
Processing (DSP). The first reconfiguration tested the method by reloading the currently
operating code to demonstrate the on-orbit process. The second reconfiguration included a file
transfer of new DSP firmware from the ground that was subsequently installed in the LPT. The
new firmware included minimal code modifications, but it was verified to be installed and
working during the following TDRSS events.
Educational Outreach
A high priority secondary objective for LPT was to promote public interest and education about
NASA and satellite communications. Approximately 10 different schools and organizations
provided “test files” for use during the CANDOS experiment. These files included pictures,
drawings, or signatures of students from places as close as local schools and as far away as
England. These files were utilized during file transfer operations from the ground to the payload
and back.
LPT CANDOS would like to thank the Shuttle and Hitchhiker programs for giving us a great ride
that allowed us to exceed all of our mission requirements. They would also like to thank the
many people whose hard work and dedication have made this mission such a resounding
success.
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Space Experiment Module (SEM)
Requirements Met: 100%
The SEM is a passive carrier that contains student sponsored and designed experiments. Final
mission success/impact will be determined after de-integration and return of experiments to
student teams. SEM success is evaluated not only by science results, but also by the quality of
the overall experience to the students. Success is measured by the impact and level of
“inspiration” experienced by the students, teachers, parents, and other team members. We are
currently planning several de-integration activities, including students visiting WFF, classroom
de-integration, web based “virtual” de-integration, several NYC classroom visits, and a deintegration “celebration” at the Rose Center at the American Museum of Natural History in NYC.
We are looking forward to sharing great results with all.
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Appendix B
Acronyms
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Acronym List
ACRIM
ASI

Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor
Israeli Space Agency

CANDOS
CSR
CVX

Communications and Navigation Demonstration on Shuttle
Customer Support Room
Critical Viscosity of Xenon

DIARAD
DRFC

Differential Absolute Radiometer
Dryden Flight Research Center

ELVES
ENVISAT
ERBS
ESTO
EURECA
EVP
FOV
FREESTAR
FTP

Emission of Light and Very low frequency perturbations due to EMP Sources
Environmental Satellite
Earth Radiation Budget Satellite
Earth Science Technology Office
European Retrieval Carrier
Exposure Video Peak
Field of View
Fast Reaction Experiments Enabling Science, Technology, Applications and
Research
File Transfer Protocol

GN
GRC
GSFC

Ground Network
Glenn Research Center
Goddard Space Flight Center

HQ

Headquarters

IP
ISS

Internet Protocol
International Space Station

JSC

Johnson Space Center

LORE
LPT

Limb Ozone Retrieval Experiment
Low Power Transceiver

MDP
MEIDEX
MET
METEOR3
MILA
MPESS

Multicast Dissemination Protocol
Mediterranean Israeli Dust Experiment
Mission Elapsed Time
(Russian Operational Weather Satellite)
Merritt Island
Multipurpose Equipment Support Structure

NASA
NTP

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Network Time Protocol

PIP
PMO6
POCC

Payload Integration Plan
Physikalish-Meteorologisches Observatorium – 6
Payload Operations Control Center
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OSIRIS

Optical Space Interferometer: Russian Instrument for Stellar

RMIB
ROI

Royal Meteorological Institute of Belgium
Region of Interest

SAA
SAGE
SCIAMACHY
SCP
SEM
SN
SOHO
SOLCON
SOLSE
SORCE
SOVA
SSH
SSP
SSPPO
STS

South Atlantic Anomaly
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment
SCanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography
Secure Copy
Space Experiment Module
Space Network
Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
Solar Constant
Shuttle Limb Sounding Experiment
Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment
Solar Variation (Experiment)
Secure Shell
Space Shuttle Program
Shuttle Small Payloads Project Office
Shuttle Transportation System

TAU
Tc
TDRSS
TIM
TLE

Tel Aviv University
Critical Temperature
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
Total Irradiance Monitor
Transient Luminous Events

UDP

User Data Protocol

WLPS
WORF

Wallops
Window Observational Research Facility
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